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TACKLING PLASTICS
WHEREAS, plastic pollution is dangerous to the health of our oceans and ocean
species, contributes to climate change, is a major component of unsightly litter both on
our lands and in our waters, and as such is one of the most important issues facing Rhode
Island;
WHEREAS, developing stronger plastics reduction policies at the state level,
------designed to reduee-the -use-0f J:)lastiEs and single-use-Ei-is-r0sa0lgs,is-a- top-gGal-G-f my'- - -
administration;
� -WHEREAS, addressing plastics will have an important impact on the health and
quality of our lands and waters, including our 400 miles of coastline;
WHEREAS, plastics that enter the marine environment break down through wave
action and sunlight into smaller pieces called microplastics, which can be ingested by
marine life, putting Rhode Island's fishing industries and aquatic ecosystems at risk;
WHEREAS, studies have shown that 75-80% of marine debris is plastic material
and that most of it is from shoreline litter and disposal, and products of particular concern
include single-use shopping bags, single-use beverage containers, six-pack rings, straws,
and balloons;
WHEREAS, plastic bags and thin plastic films are the predominant contaminant of
recycling loads in Rhode Island, causing equipment failures at the State's Materials
Recycling Facility that drive up the cost of recycling and contributing to tons of valuable
recycle materials having to be diverted to the central landfill;
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3. The Task Force shall be organized and begin its work no later than
September 17, 2018.
4. The Task Force shall provide recommendations to the Governor addressing
the use, reuse, and clean-up of plastics in Rhode Island on or about February
18, 2019.
5. These recommendations shall include, but not be limited to:
1. Encouraging the financial and market factors necessary to support
reduction in and recycling of plastics;
11. Developing non-regulatory recognition and incentive programs, as
well as potential legislation and/or regulations, and other measures to
eliminate the sources of plastic pollution;
111. Supporting and building upon the Zero Plastics Initiative and our
existing, successful recycling programs; and
1v. Educating Rhode Islanders on the importance of and means to
reducing and recycling plastics.
This Executive Order shall take effect immediately. Once the Task Force submits its
recommendations to the Governor, it shall terminate its work.
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